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Across

12 Animated animator has ring for male lover (9)

13 Woman hugs setter (rather chubby) for French Lady Killer? 
(5,6)

14 Live with model and play a gamble (3)

15 Man reunites violent rebels (9)

17 What an exasperated physical trainer told his non-cooperative 
trainee to do with a khaki tee by mistake (4,1,4)

21 Ruined oil painting, after painting out botched pinto, reveals 
Blue Bull (6)

22 Destroyer's weapon's disposed in temporary shelter (7)

25 Rating irrational root? Silly! (6)

26 Time for eating raw asparagus in the beginning (3)

27 This resulted in a USSR (7,10)

30 Wonder about heads of American welfare expenses (3)

32 Brief papers are stored in sideboard (1,1)

34 Small quantity for smart girl on the radio (2)

36 Uncle Sam's initially residing in Russia (1,1)

37 Tot's dad is confused (3)

39 A couple of students. That's it (3)

41 Negative number briefly mentioned (2)

42 Small measure in wizard's country (2)

43 Sultanate of Oman's sacred syllable (2)

44 Massachusetts mummy (2)

45 Rattle, for example, Kyoto youngster to some extent (3)

48 Design curtains (3)

50 Diminutive university head gets a small decoration (1,1)

51 Try spirit (2)

52 Send 41 back. Over! (2)

53 Runs endlessly and falls in Karnataka (3)

55 Lines were crossed here, in olden days, for mobile swap (9,8)

61 Illinois circular letter for International Labour Organisation 
(1,1,1)

62 Fix key (6)

63 Shorten a spanner (7)

64 Improve anagram indicator perhaps (6)

66 Told private details at first (9)

70 Indian festival father had around year ending and vacationed 
(9)

73 Lot of fuss at this time ... nothing afterwards (3)

74 Peace-keeper rushes and decodes (11)

75 Publicity man alleges and announces (9)

Down

1 Middle-eastern country's only student is probably a crude 
dealer (6)

2 Nemo's ship's built from usual tin (8)

3 See! A new way to lend money (4)

4 Unknown drink for centicore (4)

5 Pocket-watch chains' stalls (4)

6 Frequently attic has no top (3)

7 Drop ring at Cambridge University (4)

8 Let the cat out of the bag without official sanction, "The 
French king has angina to start with" (4)

9 Astronomer Carl's unending story (4)

10 Roman emperor's dreadfully glacial about starting of uproar 
(8)

11 Irritated Cyclops left encyclopedias tattered and torn to find 
name of Virgil's poem (6)

16 Plant found in Homeric anthology (5)

18 Orate about a muse (5)

19 City's injured colts are excluded from bad livestock (4)

20 Close up an elite special ops force member (4)

22 Exhausted the Indian rajmah entrée  dish for starters (5)

23 Steered and turned over - under last billboard (5)

24 Criminal follows kid to obtain sum (5)

28 Second in Laurel's final list (7)

29 Asinine vehicle covers town (7)

31 Bad row's gone bad ... no good ... (5)

33 Party act (2)

35 Old goods vehicle's speed (5)

37 One feet behind (3)

38 On Christian Sabbath, no sun seen for 24 hours (3)

39 One engineer-pilot who has five kills? (3)

40 Boy! Pop's first 500 has turned into 50! (3)

44 Latin method of operation for a short time (2)

46 Circular and large letter of old (5)

47 Bug primarily energetic military officer with a bit of inanity 
(1,4)

49 Uncle's daughter's delightful ... has espièglerie to some extent 
(5)

54 Big lady gets last four letters each from both Belgian and 
countess (8)

56 Forced evacuation of returning soldiers in East Africa (5)

57 Rent part of Delhi residence (4)

58 Circle in our capital has electrical junction point (4)

59 God! Soldier gets Queen's dog (5)

60 Devious con-men carry an unknown drug (8)

62 US rink's scrapped sports venue (3,3)

65 Ahmed Usama's captured a dangerous lady (6)

67 Spoil European horse (4)

68 Docile soldiers lead setter (4)

69 Initial dressing over lietenant's clot (4)

70 Jump with energy finding last thing in proverbial container (4)

71 His family is his pride (4)

72 Capital does not have hot ready-made food dispensing outlet 
(4)

73 It might be attached to a butt before it falls off  into a brass 
dish at last (3)


